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Abstract: Wearable sensing technologies have been developed rapidly in the last decades for
physiological and biomechanical signal monitoring. Much attention has been paid to functions
of wearable applications, but comfort parameters have been overlooked. This research presents a
developed fabric temperature sensor by adopting fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors and processing
via a textile platform. This FBG-based quasi-distributed sensing system demonstrated a sensitivity of
10.61 ± 0.08 pm/◦ C with high stability in various temperature environments. No obvious wavelength
shift occurred under the curvatures varying from 0 to 50.48 m−1 and in different integration methods
with textiles. The temperature distribution monitored by the developed textile sensor in a complex
environment with multiple heat sources was deduced using MATLAB to present a real-time dynamic
temperature distribution in the wearing environment. This novel fabric temperature sensor shows
high sensitivity, stability, and usability with comfort textile properties that are of great potential in
wearable applications.
Keywords: textile platform; fiber optic; wearable application; temperature monitoring

1. Introduction
Technological elements can be incorporated into fabrics at any level to fabricate smart textile
materials where fabrics have been treated or modified to act as sensors, actuators, and/or other types of
transducers [1]. Taking into account flexible structure design, diverse fabrication techniques, excellent
comfort performance, and biocompatibility of textiles, a multifunctional textile platform can then be
established by adopting various highly advanced technologies for wearable application development.
For instance, electrotextiles for wearables with antistatic function, infrared absorption, and explosive
area protection have been developed using metal monofilaments (e.g., Cu/Ag, Ms/Ag, and Al filaments)
as conductive fibers in weaving and knitting textile fabrication techniques [2,3]. Biomaterials such as
plant fiber and biological micro/nanostructures such as the “shark skin effect” and “lotus effect” have
already been applied in textile structures or surfaces to develop high-performance textiles with desired
functions (e.g., drag reduction, self-cleaning, microbe resistant, environmental friendly) [4–6]; flexible
and soft sensors were integrated into wearable devices to set up textile-based non-invasive monitoring
systems which could be easily attached to the human body for physical and vital signal detecting [7–9].
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Fiber optic technology is gaining wide acceptance due to its good metrological properties and
material characteristics. The fibrous appearance of optical fibers is an advantage for application in
textile-based sensors because optical fibers are quite similar to traditional textile fibers that could
be ideally processed as standard textile yarns for fabric fabrication and thus produce smart and
functional textile materials. In this case, the functions of fiber optic technology could reach any part
of the curved human body via a textile-based wearable modality such as tights [10,11]. Moreover,
compared with electronic devices, optical fiber sensors have various advantages: they are durable,
immune to electromagnetic interference, exhibit resistance to salt solutions (i.e., sweat), and possess
good biocompatibility with the human body [10–13]. These unique features make optical fiber sensors
particularly suitable for special environments, i.e., MRI environments and the skin surface [12]. Among
numerous fiber optic sensors, fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors are being developed to become a
prominent technology and are commercialized in a broad field of applications. Hill and his colleagues
first demonstrated the formation of permanent grating in optical fibers in 1978 at the Canadian
Communications Research Centre (Ottawa, ON, Canada). Argon ion laser radiation was launched
in a germania-doped fiber on a short piece and, thereby, the intensity of the reflected light could
be monitored [13,14]. Until the 2000s, FBG sensors were maturely fabricated into standard optical
sensors by using various techniques, including phase mask, pico-, and femtosecond laser inscription,
and interferometric setting [15–17]. Recently, Bragg grating fabrication based on various materials
or special fiber structure design is emerging rapidly [18–21], for instance, a chirped Bragg grating
on microstructured polymethyl methacrylate fiber proposed by Korganbayev et al. (2018) [22] that
demonstrated excellent sensitivity for thermal profile detection; and some multicore fibers (MCFs)
have been used as fiber optic three-dimensional shape sensors such as the helical MCF with continuous
grating developed by Lally et al. (2012) [23] for real-time shape sensing using the optical frequency
domain reflectometry technique. Such sensors have been widely applied in civil engineering [24],
healthcare medical devices [25,26], structural engineering [27,28], aerospace [29], oil and fuels [30],
and harsh environments [31], among others.
Temperature is a commonly tested physical parameter by FBG sensors closely associated with
healthcare management, medical applications, fire safety, and environmental detection [32–35].
This study aims to adopt FBG sensors in a multifunctional textile platform to develop a textile-based
quasi-distributed wearable temperature-monitoring system consisting of multiple FBGs in serial
connection. This developed system with testing points or networks creates a fabric sensor that is
sensitive to real-time and dynamic temperature distributions. The system also exhibits excellent
stability under a wide range of working temperatures. A novel and intelligent fabric material that can
be widely applied in wearable temperature-monitoring applications was then designed.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Working Principle of the FBG-Based Fabric Sensor for Temperature Monitoring
Figure 1 demonstrates the working mechanism of the FBG-based fabric sensor. The FBG
temperature sensor was embedded into textiles by different textile fabrication techniques via the textile
platform to produce a fabric sensor. FBG is a distributed Bragg reflector that is constructed in short
segments of optic fiber that reflects a particular wavelength of transmitted light. This is achieved by
creating a periodic variation in the refractive index of the fiber core.
The Bragg wavelength λB or the strongest reflected spectral signal is given by the following
equation [36]:
λB = 2ne f f Λ
(1)
where ne f f is the effective refractive index of the core, and Λ is the grating pitch. Thus, the Bragg
wavelength can be shifted by changing the refractive index ne f f or the grating pitch Λ. When external
perturbation, such as temperature and strain, is applied to the FBG, as illustrated in Figure 1, the
effective refractive index or grating pitch will change. The reflected Bragg wavelength will shift from
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λB to λB 0 in accordance with Equation (1), and the variation of the reflected spectrum will be detected.
The measured strain responsivity at constant temperature can be expressed as
1 δλB
= 0.78 × 10−6 µε−1 .
λB δε

(2)

The measured temperature response at constant strain can be expressed as Equation (3). For the
scope of this study, the conducted investigations focus only on temperature.
◦ −1
1 δλB
= 6.67 × 10−6 C
λB δT
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°𝐶

(3)
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sensors working in different temperature levels. The temperature uniformity of the thermal chamber
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Century Instrument Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) were used for fiber curvature measurement to simulate
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accurately by moving one holder inward every 0.5 mm each time. In this way, the fiber curvature (C)
can be expressed as [37–39]
q
(4)
C = 1/R  24x/L30
where R is the radius of the bent fiber, L0 = 45.5 mm is the distance between the two fiber holders when
the fiber was straightened, and x is the inward distance of the moving holder. When the sensing area
was bent, potential central wavelength shifts of the FBG were observed and recorded.
A textile structure of hollow double-wall fabric was adopted as a base, where the quasi-distributed
FBG sensors were embedded by the methods of between-walls and cross-walls for intelligent fabric
sensor development (Figure 2d). FBGs in different textile integration methods were placed in the
temperature chamber for a sensing capability test. The chamber was programmed to increase the
temperature from 20 to 130 ◦ C with 10 ◦ C steps and then decrease back to 20 ◦ C with the same
procedure. The heating and cooling procedures were repeated three times, and all spectrum data at
each temperature were recorded by the OSA to demonstrate the consistency of the sensors.
Finally, a complex practical temperature environment with multiple heat sources of 40, 60, 80, and
100 ◦ C was simulated by digital hot plates to test the real-time temperature distribution of the developed
fabric sensor, as shown in Figure 2e. Four FBGs with different central wavelengths integrated in textile
were placed on the hot plates of various temperatures separately, and the central wavelengths of the
different gratings were collected every 5 min and analyzed by the OSA. Simulations were conducted at
this stage in order to verify the experimental results and demonstrate the dynamic thermal distribution
on the fabric sensor in practical use monitored by a certain number of FBG sensors.
3. Results and Discussion
Four quasi-distributed FBG sensors with different initial wavelengths (i.e., λB1 = 1533.6 nm,
λB2 = 1538.4 nm, λB3 = 1545.6 nm, λB4 = 1552.8 nm) were tested for wavelength shift in the
temperature-controlling thermal chamber. The results are presented in Figure 3 below. Redshift
(wavelength increase) occurred in all of the FBGs during each recording interval (every 10 ◦ C) from 20 to
130 ◦ C. Table 1 summarizes the results of the thrice-repeated test, which indicated the good sensitivity
consistency of the developed monitoring system. Figure 3a–d presents the wavelength shift and
corresponding spectrums of FBGs 1–4 along with the temperature variation. To obtain a comprehensive
linear characteristic of the FBG-based quasi-distributed monitoring system, an integrated fitting curve
is presented in Figure 3e which indicates a stable sensitivity of 10.61 ± 0.08 pm/◦ C.
Table 1. Temperature sensitivity results of each FBG in heating experiment.
Repeat No.-FBG No.

Sensitivity (pm/◦ C)

Linear Correlation Coefficient

1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4

11.00
11.78
10.64
11.38
10.38
11.43
10.47
10.67
10.83
11.51
10.78
10.91

0.9971
0.9944
0.9993
0.9970
0.9992
0.9983
0.9990
0.9987
0.9931
0.9865
0.9967
0.9946
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general temperature sensitivity of the FBG was 10 pm/°C, so an error range of ±1 °C could be
controlled, indicating good temperature stability in practical use.
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sensing stability and could be flexibly applied in different textile structures for various wearable
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of textile
integration,
purposes
onstage
the curved
human
body. sensitivity of the quasi-distributed FBG system in a hollow
double-wall fabric base was tested using the integration methods of between-walls and cross-walls, as
presented in Figure 6. The obtained temperature sensitivities of the developed fabric sensor of the two
different integration methods were 10.10 and 10.04 pm/◦ C, respectively. The results demonstrated that
the temperature sensitivity of the fabric sensor was not influenced by the FBG integration methods
with textiles, which implied good compatibility between textile structure and FBG sensing properties.
Moreover, the developed fabric sensor was tested to have light weight (98 g/m2 ), high pilling resistance
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In the stage of textile integration, sensitivity of the quasi-distributed FBG system in a hollow
double-wall fabric base was tested using the integration methods of between-walls and cross-walls,
as presented in Figure 6. The obtained temperature sensitivities of the developed fabric sensor of the
two different integration methods were 10.10 and 10.04 pm/°C, respectively. The results
demonstrated that the temperature sensitivity of the fabric sensor was not influenced by the FBG
integration methods with textiles, which implied good compatibility between textile structure and
FBG sensing properties. Moreover, the developed fabric sensor was tested to have light weight (98
g/m2), high pilling resistance (level 5), excellent air permeability (0.007 kPa·s−1·m−1), and high thermal
conductivity (Q-Max 0.23 W/cm2), which contribute to breathable, lightweight, and durable wearable
applications.

Figure 6. Sensitivity of the developed FBG-based fabric sensor: (a) between-wall integration method,
(b) cross-wall integration method.

On the basis of different application requirements, other textile techniques can be adopted for FBG
integration, given different textile materials and structures equipped with various fabric properties for
wearable applications. To achieve a thinner handle of developed fabric sensor, optical fibers could be
woven into a fabric with a limited bending angle for effective sensing functions, or embedded into
multilayer woven structures for a more stable structure with more functions on different layers [43–45].
Moreover, a crochet fabrication technique was commonly adopted to integrate optical fibers into textiles
with a “sinusoidal” shape [46,47]. Easy stitching and embroidering techniques were usually used to
embed optic fibers with fragile structures into fabrics without influencing sensor properties [46–48].
Additionally,
fiber loop
configuration
can be applied
in optic
such asintegration
the figure-of-eight
Figurenovel
6. Sensitivity
of the
developed FBG-based
fabric sensor:
(a) fibers
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(b) cross-wall
coil, which
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increasedmethod.
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embedded
multilayer
woven
for a more
structure
functions
fabric
material into
surface
(Figure 7).
Floatstructures
numbers determine
thestable
floating
length, with
whichmore
can be
flexibly on
different
layersthe
[43–45].
crochet
fabrication
technique was
commonly
adopted to
designed
to match
sensingMoreover,
range. Thisatextile
structure
offers considerable
protection
for embedded
integrate optical fibers into textiles with a “sinusoidal” shape [46,47]. Easy stitching and
embroidering techniques were usually used to embed optic fibers with fragile structures into fabrics
without influencing sensor properties [46–48]. Additionally, novel fiber loop configuration can be
applied in optic fibers such as the figure-of-eight coil, which results in increased linearity of response,

monitoring applications [49]. Knitting is another textile technique that can be adopted to develop
fabric sensors in the structures of laid-in weft-knitted, laid-in warp-knitted, and single jersey hopsack,
etc., with high elasticity [50]. Since FBG sensors have a working area at a certain length, the knitting
structure of miss stitch, also known as float stitch, is appropriate for integration because the fiber
appears
in a2019,
U shape
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numbers determine the floating length, which can be flexibly designed to match the sensing range.
This textile structure offers considerable protection for embedded fiber optic technology by avoiding
fiber optic technology by avoiding a sharp break on the FBG working area and allowing the sensor to
a sharp break on the FBG working area and allowing the sensor to be in full contact with the target
be in full contact with the target temperature environment.
temperature environment.

Figure
Figure7.7.Miss/float
Miss/floatstitch
stitchknitting
knitting structure
structure design: (a)
(a) 1 ××11 float,
float, (b)
(b) 11 ××22float,
float, (c)
(c) 11 ××33float,
float,(d)
(d) 11 ××
44float,
float,(e)
(e)11××55float.
float.

Inthis
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study, an
an 80
80 cm
cm ××80
80 cm
cm hollow
hollow double-wall
double-wallfabric
fabricsensor
sensorwas
was developed
developedfor
for wearable
wearable
In
temperatureapplications,
applications,as
aspresented
presentedininFigure
Figure8a.
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Theresults
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themultiple
multipleheat
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testfor
for
temperature
◦C
real-timetemperature
temperature detection are
40,40,
60,60,
80,80,
and
100100
real-time
are illustrated
illustratedin
inFigure
Figure8b,c.
8b,c.Four
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embedded
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onsensing
the sensing
fabric, matching
four embedded
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distribution shown
in Figure
8b and
in Figure
8c. A high-external-temperature
temperature
distribution
shown
incorresponding
Figure 8b andspectrums
corresponding
spectrums
in Figure 8c. A highenvironment inducedenvironment
considerable induced
wavelength
shift. However,
in practical
use, there will
be a thermal
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wavelength
shift. However,
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use,
conducting
process
surrounding
the
four
heat
sources.
A
certain
number
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connected
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there will be a thermal conducting process surrounding the four heat sources. A certain number of
the quasi-distributed
monitoring
system was
intendedsystem
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a sensing
thermal
FBGs
connected in the
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monitoring
was
intendednetwork.
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a sensing
distribution
the sensing
area applied
by external
heat sources
could
then
be deduced
by the
network.
The of
thermal
distribution
of the sensing
area applied
by external
heat
sources
could then
be
thermal-equation-based
model. A modelmodel.
of 80 cm
80 cmoffabric
distributed
given
deduced
by the thermal-equation-based
A×
model
80 cmwith
× 80four
cm evenly
fabric with
four evenly
heat sources
was heat
adopted
withwas
theadopted
corresponding
thermal
equation thermal
expressed
as
distributed
given
sources
with the
corresponding
equation
expressed as

𝜕𝑇
(5)
𝜌𝐶∂T − ∇∇(k∇T
k∇T) =
= f𝑓
ρC
(5)
∂t𝜕𝑡
where f is the generated heat, k is the thermal conductivity, C is the heat capacity, 𝜌 is the fabric
where f is the generated heat, k is the thermal conductivity, C is the heat capacity, ρ is the fabric density,
density, and T is the temperature. Here, k is the thermal conductivity of air and is regarded as a
and T is the temperature. Here, k is the thermal conductivity of air and is regarded as a straight
straight line with respect to temperature. Only a steady-state solution was considered, and 𝜌, C, and
line with respect to temperature. Only a steady-state solution was considered, and ρ, C, and initial
initial conditions were not specified. f was 0, given that the characteristics of heat sources were
conditions were not specified. f was 0, given that the characteristics of heat sources were indicated by
indicated by temperature instead of power. The boundary condition of the sample was room
temperature instead of power. The boundary condition of the sample was room temperature (20 ◦ C),
temperature (20 °C), and the outlines of the heat sources were◦ 40, 60, 80, and 100 °C. According to
and the outlines of the heat sources were 40, 60, 80, and 100 C. According to simulation, the time
simulation, the time duration for a 99% level of steady temperature at the center point is around 45
duration for a 99% level of steady temperature at the center point is around 45 s. Considering the
s. Considering the experiment time interval of 5 min, that is long enough to get accurate and stable
experiment time interval of 5 min, that is long enough to get accurate and stable data for the simulation
data for the simulation of temperature distribution of the sample. Moreover, the time response of
of temperature distribution of the sample. Moreover, the time response of silica optical fiber FBG with
silica optical fiber FBG with respect to temperature change is typically less than 1 s [51], which is
respect to temperature change is typically less than 1 s [51], which is much less than the time interval
of the experiment. Therefore, FBG thermal sensors can be used in predicting thermal distribution.
The simulation results are explicitly displayed as 3D and 2D in Figure 8d. The results verified the
experimental outcomes and deduced the dynamic thermal distribution of the intelligent wearable
fabric sensor with a certain number of FBG sensors embedded, which could be applied in a complex
temperature environment.

much less than the time interval of the experiment. Therefore, FBG thermal sensors can be used in
predicting thermal distribution. The simulation results are explicitly displayed as 3D and 2D in
Figure 8d. The results verified the experimental outcomes and deduced the dynamic thermal
distribution
of the
wearable fabric sensor with a certain number of FBG sensors embedded,
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which could be applied in a complex temperature environment.

Figure
Experimentaland
and
simulation
results
the developed
temperature
fabric(a)sensor:
(a)
Figure 8.8. Experimental
simulation
results
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developed
temperature
fabric sensor:
developed
developed
fabric
sensor,
(b)
experimentally
measured
temperature
distribution,
(c)
experimentally
fabric sensor, (b) experimentally measured temperature distribution, (c) experimentally measured
measured
wavelength
shift
of four
FBGs attemperature
different temperature
(d) simulation
results.
wavelength
shift of four
FBGs
at different
conditions,conditions,
(d) simulation
results.

Conclusions
4. Conclusions

In this study, a novel and intelligent fabric sensor for temperature monitoring was developed
and its sensitivity, stability, and usability in wearable application were
via the textile platform, and
series of
of experiments.
experiments. This
ThisFBG-based
FBG-based quasi-distributed
quasi-distributed sensing
sensing system
system presented
presented
demonstrated by a series
0.08 pm/°C,
pm/◦ C, with
with high stability and consistency in various temperature
a high sensitivity of 10.61 ±
± 0.08
environments. No
No obvious
obvious wavelength
wavelength shift
shift was
was observed
observed in
in the
the bending
bending test, implying excellent
environments.
usability of
of the
the developed
developed system
system in
in a fabric sensor that could be widely applied in wearable
usability
Simulations were
were conducted
conducted to
to verify
verify the
the experimental
experimental results
results and deduce the dynamic
dynamic
applications. Simulations
gradient thermal
thermal distribution
distribution on
on the
the fabric
fabric sensor
sensor in
in practical
practical use,
use, monitored
monitored by a sensing network
gradient
As people
people prefer
prefer to
to wear
wear comfortable
comfortable textiles
which was created by a certain number of FBG sensors. As
rather than
than hard and inelastic devices directly attached to the human skin, this monitoring system
rather
was reprocessed in a textile platform. The developed textile-based FBG quasi-distributed system not
only features
features a real-time
real-time dynamic
dynamic temperature-detecting
temperature-detecting function
function but
but also
also offers
offers textile
textile properties,
properties,
only
being lightweight,
lightweight, elastic, breathable, thermally conductive, and pilling resistant. The system
such as being
can also be equipped with other functions (e.g., waterproof or antibacterial)
antibacterial) by integrating
integrating it with
can
high-performance
high-performance and
and multifunctional
multifunctional textiles.
textiles. The
The multifunctional
multifunctional textile
textile platform
platform is
is a promising
wearable carrier for optic fibers and other technologies for interdisciplinary
interdisciplinary application.
application.
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